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Office 
Seating
Enjoy ergonomic work seating 

that can seamlessly blend in or 

define your workspace.

The Daily Chair brings style 

and productivity to any space.
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Verve Chair

Verve is a high-performance work chair that’s 

been obsessively engineered to create a 

striking silhouette, a playful palette, and 

approachable ergonomics with six points of 

adjustment.  

Wrapped in a unique 3D knit, its V-shaped 

suspended back offers integrated and 

adjustable spine support for continuous 

comfort. Precise color matching across 

materials produces a truly unified palette that 

enables anyone to create an eye-catching 

workstation in the home or workplace.

Colors

Galaxy Mist Coral

Mint Cobalt Lunar
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The Standing Desk 

and the Verve Chair 

paired for an elegant 

yet understated 

executive office.
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Ergonomic Chair

Designed for superior support and 

adaptability, the Ergonomic Chair puts you at 

the center of work. Its firm lumbar support 

and contoured upper backrest encourage a 

healthy posture while its eight points of 

adjustment make it easy for anyone to find 

their fit.
 

Wrapped in a breathable backrest that keeps 

you cool throughout the day, the Ergonomic 

Chair adds a minimalist, modern touch 

whether you're in the home or open office.

Fabric Colors

Black Sand Pebble Graphite Light Blue

Poppy Baltic

Frame Colors

White Black
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Softside Chair

The Softside Chair combines the ergonomic 

performance of a work chair with a fully 

upholstered frame that’s as comfortable as it 

is inviting. Hidden inside its form are a range 

of innovative ergonomic features: an 

integrated curved lumbar support to promote 

natural spine alignment, height and tilt 

adjustments, and removable armrests.



The Softside comes in a range of colors, 

materials, and sizes that allow it to sit well in 

any home or office.

Colors

Nylon Mesh

Bone Skylight Overcast Sunflower

Vegan Leather

Black Canyon Limestone

Leather

Black
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Task Chair

The Task Chair offers a sleek design while 

delivering comfort for hours of work. Its woven 

backrest provides breathable support while its 

cushioned, adjustable lumbar rest distributes 

weight and encourages healthy posture.  

Designed for style and function, the Task 

Chair’s clean silhouette adds a modern touch 

to any office. Meanwhile, its five custom 

adjustments make the chair ready to serve all 

of your ergonomic needs, allowing you to 

focus on the task at hand.

Colors

Black
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Daily Chair

Designed with ergonomics, sustainability, and 

style in mind, the Daily Chair is as durable as it 

is comfortable. The Daily Chair fits any work 

environment from the living room to the board 

room.



Built for natural movement, the Daily Chair 

delivers comprehensive support on a budget. 

Its intuitive height and armrest adjustments 

make it the perfect chair for any type of work.

Seat Colors

Nylon Mesh

Black Slate Sky Blue Linden Green

Vegan Leather

Black Mahogany Dune Limestone

Frame Colors

Black White
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Saddle Chair MYKOLME

We partnered with Finnish design company 

myKolme to offer a bold take on active 

seating. The Saddle Chair combines posture-

improving form and sustainable style to 

encourage a workday filled with movement.



Promotes healthy sitting by aligning your 

spine, opening your hips, and engaging your 

core. Ideal for workers who alternate between 

sitting and standing at work, short work 

sprints or a team touch base, and dynamic 

workspaces. 



The Saddle Chair is height-adjustable and 

available with a standard upholstered seat 

(ILOA) or premium reinforced seat (ILOA Plus). 

Colors

Black Dove Brick Forest Pacific
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Move Stool VARIER

The Move stool is the original wobble chair 

designed by Norwegian designer Per Oie. 

Intentionally designed to move with the body, 

the soft edges of the seat paired with the 

rounded wooden base allow for an extended 

range of motion.



This height-adjustable stool is ideal for 

workers who alternate between sitting and 

standing at work, short work sprints or a team 

touch base, and dynamic workspaces. 

Colors

Black/Natural Wood Dark Gray/Natural Wood

Dark Blue/Natural Wood Black/Black
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Variable Kneeling Chair VARIER

Discover a new way of sitting with the 

instantly recognizable Variable, the original 

kneeling chair designed by Peter Opsvik in 

1979. Variable encourages you to shift 

between positions throughout the day—so 

lean forward, rock back, stretch out, and let 

the chair follow your body's natural 

movements.



Ideal for workers who alternate between 

sitting and standing at work, short work 

sprints, and dynamic workspaces.

Colors

Black/Natural Wood Dark Gray/Natural Wood

Dark Blue/Natural Wood Black/Black

Monochrome Fern Monochrome Oxide

Monochrome Stone
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Furnishing a new 
corporate HQ

CASE STUDY DETAILS

125,000 sqft 850+ employees Toronto

An on-budget start to finish installation that included a full 

space plan, white glove delivery, and 855 workstations.

Task Chairs paired with Double Standing 

Desks form an open workspace that still 

allows for privacy for TouchBistro employees.
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Desks and 
Benching
With standalone, adjustable and 

benching options, Branch desks fit 

offices and teams of every size.
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Quad Desk

The Quad Desk provides a foundation for 

clear thinking and inspired doing for teams of 

four (or more). While adding a modern touch 

to the open office, the classic design is 

complemented by robust construction. The 

flexible modularity allows for easy additions 

as you grow.



Features brushed cable ports and a central 

wire column for efficient organization of 

connectivity and cable systems.

Top Colors

Woodgrain Walnut White Fog

Base Colors

White Charcoal Mirror
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Six Person Desk

The Six Person Desk creates the ideal open 

office floor plan for teams of six or more, 

fostering an atmosphere of collaborative 

thinking and energized doing. Easily add 

optional privacy panels for more independent 

workstations, or attach multiple benching 

systems together to accommodate even 

larger teams.



Features brushed cable ports and a central 

wire column for efficient organization of 

connectivity and cable systems.

Top Colors

Woodgrain Walnut White Fog

Base Colors

White Charcoal Mirror
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The Six Person Desk and Ergonomic Chairs, paired as the Six Person 

Bundle, provide a foundation for inspired productivity for small teams.
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Double Standing Desk

Modern design is complemented by robust 

construction in the Double Standing Desk. 

Features two independent tabletops on a 

fully-integrated base.



The power console comes standard on every 

unit and can be connected to other units and 

chained together. Its dual motors and three-

stage lift columns make the transition 

between sitting and standing so seamless 

you’ll be hard-pressed in finding a reason not 

to move. Set and save your optimal heights 

with four memory presets. 

Top Colors

Woodgrain Walnut White Fog

Base Colors

White Charcoal
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Standing Desk

Make movement part of your everyday 

routine with the Standing Desk, the do-it-all 

centerpiece that adjusts to your workflow 

while improving health and productivity.  

Its dual motors and three-stage lift columns 

make the transition between sitting and 

standing—and back again—effortlessly 

smooth. Easily set and save your optimal 

height(s) with centimeter-level precision and 

four memory presets, while enjoying 

thoughtful details like built-in cable 

organization. 

Top Colors

Woodgrain Walnut White Fog

Base Colors

White Charcoal
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Duo Standing Desk

Duo is a new standing desk from Branch that 

brings movement to every space and budget. 

Its unique frameless design and compact size 

reduces weight and clutter, while its inviting 

profile makes it elegant enough for your 

studio apartment or team office.



Equipped with a 20″ adjustment range, two 

height presets, and programmable reminders 

to stand, Duo punches above its weight with 

advanced sit-stand features without 

compromising on best-in-class stability.

Top Colors

Woodgrain Walnut White Charcoal Sage

Base Colors

White Charcoal Sage
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Daily Desk

Emblematic of the design mantra “nothing 

unnecessary,” our Daily Desk is a functionally 

elegant work desk equipped with a friendly 

form, clean lines, and modular frame that 

accommodates a range of optional storage 

and organizational add-ons.



The Daily Desk's compact footprint and easy 

assembly makes it an ideal fit for living areas, 

bedrooms, or home offices, while its contract-

grade certification ensures it can stand the 

test of time and use in high-traffic 

workspaces. Choose your combination of 

desktop, leg, and accessory colors to make it 

your own.

Top Colors

Woodgrain Walnut White Charcoal Sage

Base Colors

White Charcoal Sage
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Office Desk

Designed with thoughtful details including 

flared legs, height-adjustable feet, and a 

brushed cable port, the Office Desk sets the 

foundation for you to do your best work. Its 

impact-resistant, double laminated top resists 

spills and dings while its steel frame supports 

up to 650 lbs with exceptional stability.  

The Office Desk can be easily customized for 

a perfect fit anywhere you work—making it a 

durable and elegant professional oasis for 

years to come.

Top Colors

Woodgrain Walnut White Fog

Base Colors

White Charcoal Mirror
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L-Desk

The L-Desk combines the stability and style of 

our Office Desk and Credenza for a 

professional oasis suitable for open plan 

workstations or executive suites. 



The Office Desk is a durable and elegant 

foundation for years of work while the 

Credenza is a beautiful and practical accent 

with spacious shelving. Thoughtful details like 

a beveled desktop, brushed cable port and 

flared legs help the Office Desk feel at home 

whether you work in a private studio or the 

open office.

Top Colors

Woodgrain Walnut White

Base Colors

White Charcoal Mirror
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Furnishing a multi-functional 
media production office

CASE STUDY DETAILS

46 employees Minneapolis, Minnesota

An on-budget installation of minimalistic, ergonomic 

workstations that fit the brand’s design vision.

Ergonomic Chairs paired with our Double Standing Desks 

and Small Filing Cabinets for a friendly and productive setup.
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Conference
Collaborate in style with the 

Branch line of conference 

furniture.
The Conference table, paired with the Verve Chair 

for an elevated conference setting.
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Conference Table

Teams of all sizes make big things happen at 

the Conference Table. Thoughtful details like a 

beveled table top, brushed cable port, and 

flared legs help the Conference Table feel at 

home from design studios to board rooms. 



With sizes to accommodate teams both big 

and small, this table is your home for 

productive conversation and deep 

collaboration. Available to fit teams of 6-8,  

8-10, and 10-12.

Top Colors

Woodgrain Walnut White

Base Colors

White Charcoal Mirror
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Conference Chair

Made from durable polymer and woven mesh, 

the Conference Chair is a comfortable and 

stylish perch whether you're hosting a quick 

team sync or posted up for a board meeting. 



A recessed lever allows intuitive height 

adjustment, while the curvature of the seat 

matches the natural arch of the body to 

reduce pressure on the back and knees. With 

a center tilt and sleek looks, the Conference 

Chair pairs with our Conference Table to 

create the perfect environment for sustained 

collaboration.

Colors

Black
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The Conference Table and Conference Chair form a 

collaborative space for quick syncs and long discussions. 
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Furnishing a collaborative 
digital marketing space

CASE STUDY DETAILS

75 employees Boise, Idaho

An efficient installation of ergonomic workstations and 

quality conference furniture fosters intense collaboration.

Daily Chairs paired with 

our Conference Table 

facilitate focused team 

gatherings.
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Breakout
Flexible setups to facilitate small 

group meetings and individual 

focus work or calls.
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Meeting Table

Whether anchoring a small conference room 

or out by the kitchen, the Meeting Table gives 

teams a place to collaborate, brainstorm, and 

chat about work (or everything else). 



Compact and stylish, the Meeting Table feels 

at home in any nook around the office. Pairs 

well with our Guest Chair or Cafe Chair.

Top Colors

Woodgrain Walnut White

Base Colors

White Charcoal
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Cafe Chair

The Cafe Chair combines comfort, durability, 

and style with a contoured backrest and 

spacious seat that’s perfect for years of use in 

breakout rooms, kitchen and cafe spaces, and 

lounge areas. 



Made from impact-resistant plastic that resists 

everyday dings and spills. Easily stack them 

atop one another for simple storage. 

Colors

Seafoam Gray
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Bistro Table

Built for spaces with a casual and 

collaborative feel, the Bistro Table gives teams 

a place to relax, have a snack, and chat about 

work (or everything else). 



The Bistro Table comes in a standing or 

seated height to comfortably accommodate 

up to four people. A flanged steel base in our 

signature powder white finish ensures stability 

in style. 

Top Colors

Woodgrain Walnut White

Base Colors

White Charcoal
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Bistro Stool

With contoured lines and striking colors, the 

Bistro Stool is a casual seating solution that 

pairs with our high top Bistro Table or any 

elevated surface. Available in Bar or Counter 

Heights, the Bistro Stool features a low, 

contoured back designed to encourage 

upright posture, and a high-density foam 

cushion for even weight distribution. 



Coated steel legs add a touch of class while 

enhancing durability. Whether you purchase 

alone or pair with our Bistro Table, the Bistro 

Stool is a beautiful and comfortable way to sit 

in the workplace.

Seat Colors

Ribbed Fabric

Burnt Orange Smoke Blue

Unribbed Fabric

Burnt Orange Smoke Blue Fawn Zinc
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Phone Booth PILLAR

We partnered with Chicago-based startup 

Pillar to offer the ultimate getaway from your 

open office. The Phone Booth provides a 

soundproof, ventilated, and versatile space for 

important heads-down work or calls.  



The Phone Booth also features a motion-

activated LED light, a height-adjustable desk 

surface, and four fans that circulate air to 

keep the booth cool and fresh. Seating is not 

included, but it pairs seamlessly with the 

Saddle Chair to form a productive oasis.

Colors

White Black
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Lounge
Seating and tables to support 

casual collaboration and make the 

office feel like home.
The Guest Chairs are perfect for a quick 

break or to catch up with a colleague.
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Sofa

The Sofa is an exceptional accent for high-

traffic and collaborative spaces. Designed and 

manufactured in California, with a kiln-dried 

frame and Dacron fiber weave to combine 

comfort and durability. Features tailored arms, 

high-density foam cushions, and reinforced 

joints.



Ideal for reception areas, executive offices or 

casual breakout rooms. Pair with our Lounge 

Chair for the ultimate lounge experience.

Colors

Smoke Gray Charcoal Gray
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Lounge Chair

The Lounge Chair is a standout addition 

perfect for bustling environments and spaces 

that foster collaboration. Designed and 

manufactured in California, with a kiln-dried 

frame and Dacron fiber weave to combine 

comfort and durability. Features tailored arms, 

high-density foam cushions, and reinforced 

joints.



Ideal for reception areas, executive offices or 

casual breakout rooms. Pair with our Sofa for 

the ultimate lounge experience.

Colors

Smoke Gray Charcoal Gray
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The Sofa and the Lounge Chair create 

a familiar lounge environment perfect 

for a break or an informal chat.
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Guest Chair

Make a great first impression with the Guest 

Chair. Modern lines meet playful colors and a 

swiveling base to create a beautiful and 

practical accent for reception areas, casual 

meeting rooms, and lounge space. 



Ribbed fiber weave combines with a firm 

cushion to withstand years of commercial use 

in high-traffic areas.

Seat Colors

Ribbed Fabric

Burnt Orange Smoke Blue

Unribbed Fabric

Burnt Orange Smoke Blue Fawn Zinc
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Storage
Enjoy clutter-free productivity and 

spacious storage.
The Credenza is a storage solution that 

brings organization to any space.
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Credenza

The Credenza is a beautiful and practical 

accent for offices and common spaces. 

Spacious shelving with dividers permits easy 

access to necessities and display items, while 

a locking cabinet provides secure storage for 

documents and valuables. 



Available in a variety of finishes, with a 

storage cabinet oriented on either the left or 

right side. Easily pairs with the Standing Desk 

or Office Desk to form an executive L-Desk.

Colors

Woodgrain Walnut White
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Small Filing Cabinet

With a sleek design and integrated lock and 

wheels, the Small Filing Cabinet is a compact 

and stylish companion for offices where 

space comes at a premium. Features drawer 

dividers to keep belongings organized, locking 

drawers, and wheels. Fits standard hanging 

folders lengthwise.



Built from coated steel and available in 

neutral finishes that repel dirt and fingerprints, 

it’s a perfect storage solution whether you're 

working from the home office or the open 

office.

Colors

White Charcoal Sage
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Lowdown Locker MUSTARD

The Lowdown Locker offers an attractive and 

practical storage solution for various settings. 

Its stylish design makes it a popular choice for 

those looking to add playfulness and 

personality into work and living spaces, while 

its functional form makes it a go-to for those 

who need more room to store their papers, 

electronics, knick-knacks, and everything in-

between.



With holes in the back and lockable doors, the 

Lowdown will keep all your precious things 

safely inside. US only.

Colors

Slate Chalk Mustard Ocean

Navy Olive Sage Blush
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Midi Locker MUSTARD

The Midi Locker combines practicality with a 

classic retro design and robust construction. 

With an impressive weight-bearing capacity 

of over 110 pounds on its top surface and 

nearly 90 pounds on each shelf, the Midi 

offers storage without compromising on style 

or durability. 



Keep all your precious things safe inside with 

lockable doors, cable grommets in the back, 

and pre-installed hooks on the inside of its 

cabinet doors. US only.

Colors

Slate Chalk Mustard Ocean

Navy Olive Sage Blush
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Accessories
The little things that help your 

office get to work.
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Ergonomic Chair 
Headrest
Height-adjustable for the ultimate 

ergonomic experience. 

Ergonomic Support
Added cervical spine support for upright and 

reclined postures. Adjusts to fit a wide variety 

of heights.

A Perfect Match
Available in all Ergonomic Chair colors for a 

perfect pairing.
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Desk and  
Benching Accessories
Complete your desk with thoughtful 

accessories that boost your productivity.

Monitor Arm
Reduce back pain and encourage great 

posture with the Monitor Arm. Compatible 

with most work surfaces and monitors.

In Desk Power
Available for a selection of our desks, get the 

in-desk power add on to keep cords 

organized and hidden.
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Duo Accessories
Complete your Duo Standing Desk with 

thoughtful accessories that attach 

simply and securely.

Desk Drawer
Turn your Duo Standing Desk into a clutter-free 

oasis with the Desk Drawer. Features a felt liner to 

keep your work essentials comfy and organized.

Cable Organizer
Keep wires organized and out of the way 

with our perfectly matched cable tray. 

Available with or without power.

Clamp-on Power
Add desktop power for an accessible way to 

charge your devices. Includes three outlets, 

one USB-B port, and one USB-C port.
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Benching Panels

Add separation and sound attenuation to 

your open concept benching with our 

collection of T-Clamp Privacy Panels. 

Compatible with our Quad Desk or Six Person 

Desk, the panels provide peace and privacy 

for heads-down work, ideal for team 

workspaces. 



Panels are lightweight, tackable, VOC-free, 

and non-toxic. They contain no formaldehyde 

or binding agents in materials or construction.

Colors

Cloud Cinder Oat
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Workstation Panels

Add privacy and sound attenuation to your 

workstation(s) with our collection of C-Clamp 

Privacy Panels. Creates a peaceful oasis for 

heads-down work, ideal for individual 

workstations: compatible with our Office Desk, 

Standing Desk, Double Standing Desk, and 

most other individual tables. 



Panels are lightweight, tackable, VOC-free, 

and non-toxic. They contain no formaldehyde 

or binding agents in materials or construction.

Colors

Cloud Cinder Oat
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Lighting Accessories (US Only)

Type 75 Desk Lamp 90 Mini Mini Desk Lamp Alumina Lamp

Knuckle Lamp Shore Lamp Reflection Lamp
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Organization Accessories (US Only)

Desk Caddy Desktop Organizer Magazine Rack

Nic Nac Organizer Set Block Trolley Desk Mat
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Power Accessories (US Only) and Laptop Stands

Wireless Charging Pad Wireless Charging Stand Wireless Charging Tray

Free Standing Power Laptop Stand Adjustable Laptop Stand
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Product List
All of the information you need, in 

one place for easy reference.
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Verve Chair

Colors:

Size: 27″W x 27″D x 37″-41″H

Ergonomic Chair

Seat:

Frame:

Size: 25″W x 24″D x 38″-42″H

Softside Chair

Seat:

Size:

27.5″W x 27.5″D x 33″-36″H


27.5″W x 27.5″D x 37.5″-40.5″H

Task Chair

Seat:

Size: 26″W x 24″D x 39″-43″H

Daily Chair

Seat:

Frame:

Size: 22″W x 22″D x 35″-38″H

Saddle Chair

Colors:

Size: 19.7″W x 19.7″D x 21.2″-31.5″H

Move Stool

Colors:

Size: 17″W x 17″D x 22″-32″H

Variable Kneeling Chair

Colors:

Size: 19″W x 28″D x 20″H

Quad Desk

Top:

Base:

Station size:

48″W x 24″D x 30″H


60″W x 30″D x 30″H

Six Person Desk

Top:

Base:

Station size: 48″W x 24″D x 30″H
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Double Standing Desk

Top:

Base:

Station size:

48″W x 30″D x 26″-52″H


60″W x 30″D x 26″-52″H

Standing Desk

Top:

Base:

Size: 48″W x 30″D x 26″-52″H


60″W x 30″D x 26″-52″H

Duo Standing Desk

Top:

Base:

Size: 36″W x 24″D x 28″-47.8″H


48″W x 24″D x 28″-47.8″H

Daily Desk

Top:

Base:

Size: 36″W x 24″D x 28.5″H


48″W x 24″D x 28.5″H

Office Desk

Top:

Base:

Size: 48″W x 24″D x 30″H


60″W x 30″D x 30″H

L-Desk

Top:

Base:

Desk size: 60″W x 30″D x 30″H

Credenza size: 48″W x 20″D x 30

Meeting Table

Top:

Size: 48″W x 48″D x 30″H

Cafe Chair

Colors:

Size: 20"W x 17"D x 32"H

Bistro Table

Top:

Size: 36″W x 36″D x 30″H


36″W x 36″D x 42″H

Bistro Stool

Seat:

Size: 20.5"W x 20"D x 35"H


20.5"W x 20"D x 38.5"H
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Guest Chair

Seat:

Size: 22"W x 24"D x 33"H

Credenza

Colors:

Size: 48″W x 20″D x 30

Small Filing Cabinet

Colors:

Size: 12"W x 20"D x 20"H

Lowdown Locker

Colors:

Size: 39.4"W x 15.7"D x 28.3"H

Midi Locker

Colors:

Size: 33.5"W x 15.7"D x 47.3"H
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Phone Booth

Colors:

Size: 42"W x 44.5"D x 89"H

Conference Table

Top:

Base:

Size: 96″W x 48″D x 30″H


118″W x 48″D x 30″H


142″W x 48″D x 30″H

Conference Chair

Seat:

Size: 23.8″W x 20.8″D x 36″-40″H

Sofa

Colors:

Size: 84″W x 36″D x 32″H

Lounge Chair

Colors:

Size: 36″W x 36″D x 32″H



Build a workspace 
without any work.

Get in touch

sales@branchfurniture.com


trade@branchfurniture.com

147 W 26th Street, 3rd Floor


New York, NY 10001



385 Adelaide Street West, Suite 200


Toronto, Ontario M5V1S4


